
!e Nine Questions 
Everyone Must Face

1. Where did I come from?
The question of how things begin is the deliberately avoided question in most  

science courses, yet the answer to the question must influence the way anyone, 
including a scientist, lives and practices his profession.

2. Why am I here?
If we believe the advertisers, the answer is simple; to just do what we feel like 
doing. The problem is that this is a deeply unfulfilling way to live, as the huge 
consumption of antidepressants and tranquilizers by our culture illustrates…

3. Where am I going?
This question is suppressed by most of our contemporaries. They say,  

according to the polls, that the overwhelming majority believe in God but  
they live as though this God makes no demands and will not judge.  

This is a monumentally incoherent theology.

4. How do I come to terms with death?
Here is another question whose insistent beat in the background of our  

lives we constantly deny. We are a culture in denial of its own deepest needs, 
namely to honestly deal with the question of death.

5. How do I make sense of su"ering?
In all our lives suffering will interfere to a greater or lesser extent.  

There is no satisfactory account to be rendered if that account must invoke  
only what we can know now. Suffering therefore forces us to address the  

question of whether we have eternal spiritual dimensions. If we don’t,  
life is an absurd form of the blackest of black humour.

6. How can I possibly believe in justice?
This old cry is found most profoundly in the psalms, where again and again  

the poet asks; “Why do the evil prosper?”

7. What can I know?
Many students think that only science can provide secure knowledge,  

until it is pointed out to them that the question; “Is secure knowledge obtained  
only through science?” presupposes categories, ideas and concepts  

that science could never have invented.

8. What should I believe?
The fundamental ideas that rule our lives and either do or do not  
succeed in making sense of our lives, cannot be proved in the  

way that science conceives of proof.

9. What must I do?
From the answers to question 8 flow logical answers to this question. If you  
believe there is neither God nor judgement then any expression of personal  
power or desire is perfectly legitimate, provided that you can persuade or  

intimidate your fellow human beings into acceptance. Politics becomes a realm  
not of ethical discussion but of sophisticated persuasion.
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